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WE STRIVE TO PROVIDE THE BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE AND EXPERINCE. YOUR MONTE GTR

COMES WITH LIFETIME WARRANTY AND SUBSCRIPTION TO OUR TECH ONLINE ASSISTANT 

AVAILABLE TO YOU EVERY DAY VIA WhAT’S APP or EMAIL. 

YOU HAVE A PRODUCT, INSTALLATION OR OTHER 
QUESTION? Contact us now and GET HELPED.

EMAIL WhAT’S app
Email us


support@montetuning.com


Everyday 24/7



CAll US +1 (501) 204-0005 


MON - FRD 9 AM - 4 PM CST 

Sagn to chat via 


WhatsApp 24/7


or use this number 


+1 (501) 204-0005  

THANK YOU!
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Do not OPERATE THE DEVICE WHILE DRIVING

CHECK YOUR VEHICLE HEALTH PRIOR TO INSTALLATIOn 

WARRANTY, RETURN, REPLACEMT 

Do not exceed legal speed limit. Come to a complete to stop to change the settings on 

your device. 

Make sure that all systems in your car are in good condition before installation. The prexisting 

issues could affect the peformance of the Monte GT.  

Your Monte GT has a lifetime warranty for all manufacturing defects and dedicated online 

assistant available 7 days a week. Find out more information on page  
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Monte GT 

OBD 2 cable  

Magnet mount

Installation manual

Aluminum car badge

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
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Built in metal disc

USB port

Reset button cutout

LED cutout

 USB port is used only by the product 
manufacturer to program and test your device

 Reset button. Please use thin object to press

     the reset button 

UNDERSATNDING YOUR MONTE GT
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UNDERSATNDING YOUR MONTE GT

Steady red





Flashes red



Steady green LED

Flashes green



Blinks blue

It means that the Monte GT is connected to the OBD2

and not programmed In this case the chip is not reading

the data from the ECU



You are in the process of calibration (may take 1-3 minutes)



It is in working mode and reading data from the ECU



(1 blink every 5 seconds) The GT entered a sleep mode



Bluetooth data exchange is taking place
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INSTALLATION Connecting to your car 


Connect the 16 pin OBD2 
cable to your OBD2 diagnostic 
port and start the car
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With ignition off locate

your OBD2 port under

the dash

Warm up

the engine before

installing the GT
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Place the magent mount 
on the dashboard and the 
GT on top



INSTALLATION Programming 

Once the chip is connected

and the engine is running

the LEDs will flash red

Scan QR code

with your phone

to dowload the app

App Store

Google play

Open the app create an 
account and pair your phone 
with GT. The LEDs will flash 
blue while pairing

Select you car,

make and model

from the list, if it is 
missing contact us.
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FAQ
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Do I need to keep the app running all the time?
No you don’t need to keep the app running. After the Mode is selected you can close the app.

What is the 120 miles adjustment period?
The adjustment of 120 miles is necessary to make sure the tune is applied safely and chip has collected enough data

to create a perfectly balanced tune. You may not feel the performance improvements if the adjustment is not complete.

Does it have to stayed plugged in all the time? 
Yes since the GT alters the temporary memory (RAM) and not changing the permanent memory (ROM) the device must

be plugged in all the time. Once unplugged the car will go back to factory stock settings. 

Do I need to drive 120 miles every time I switch the mode?
Yes. Each mode is a separate tuning setting that requires an adjustment. It is impossible to use only one tuning setting 
and turn it up and down like a volume control for more power or less power. This is why we need 6 separate tuning 
settings. They all require a separate adjustment cycle to be fully applied.

Will it void my warranty? 
No, the tuning method we use ensures the original ECU software is unchaged and you can always reverse the tuning 
at your convinience. 



FAQ
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Why 120 miles adjustment is required?
It only changes the ECU's calculated fuel delivery and timing values stored in the temporary memory of the ECU at up

to 256 load points and since it is altering the temporary memory (RAM) and not changing the permanent memory (ROM)

the adjustment of 120 miles required. 

What parametrs does the GT changes on my vehicle?
It only changes the ECU's calculated fuel delivery and timing values (ignition timing advanced) stored in the temporary 
memory of the ECU at up to 256 load points. It won’t change the boost pressure or any other viriables. 

My car is not on the list, how to program?
If the car is missing from our database, please let us know and we will develop the tuning setting for your car.

The whole process takes roughly 2 business days, the catalog will be updated automatically. 



USEFULL LINKS SCAN WITH YOUR PHONE

DowNload 

the app

FAQ CONTACT US

FORM
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Thank you for your purchase.

Your opinion is very important to us.

We strive for perfection in all fields. If there is any reason you feel we haven'tprovided great 
service, please contact us at support@montetuning.com so we cando whatever it takes for 
100% customer satisfaction! 
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WE STRIVE TO PROVIDE THE BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE AND EXPERINCE. YOUR MONTE GTR

COMES WITH LIFETIME WARRANTY AND SUBSCRIPTION TO OUR TECH ONLINE ASSISTANT 

AVAILABLE TO YOU EVERY DAY VIA WhAT’S APP or EMAIL. 

YOU HAVE A PRODUCT, INSTALLATION OR OTHER 
QUESTION? Contact us now and GET HELPED.

EMAIL WhAT’S app
Email us


support@montetuning.com


Everyday 24/7



CAll US +1 (501) 204-0005 


MON - FRD 9 AM - 4 PM CST 

Sagn to chat via 


WhatsApp 24/7


or use this number 


+1 (501) 204-0005  

THANK YOU!
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